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A Large Vase of Flowers

Order Flowers from the Florists
listed below, each of whom takes
great pride in supplying you and
your friends with the quality in
floral pieces you require.

ANNETTE WADE FLORIST
40 S. Idlewild

274-8115

JACK JACKSON FLORIST
2721 Union Ave. Ext.

FA 7-7374

RAMSEY'S FLOWERS
1235 Union Av.

BR 5-1226

AGNES COUGHLIN FLORIST
1408 E. Brooks Rd.

397-2346

THE FLOWER BOX
1149 Union Ave.

BR 5-1153

MEMPHIS FLORAL CO.
124 Union Ave.

JA 6-8231

BUFFA FLORIST
2614 Central Ave.

GL 8-8584

HOLLEY'S FLOWERS & GREENHOUSES
3271 Summer Ave.

AUGUSTE RENOIR (FRENCH 1841-1919)

PRELUDE

FA 7-5658

MEMO:
On The Lines Below Jot
Down The Names of People
To Send Flowers To In July!

A MONTHLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS IN MEMPHIS
Volume 1

JULY, 1963

American society today has come to lay more stress
upon the "image" it projects than upon its reality. More
concern is shown for the "profile" cast on the screen than
for the substance behind it. More and more people and
groups self-consciously and continuously worry about what
others think of them.
Unfortunately this aspect of American life has assumed
an unhealthy importance in the arts today. What propor
tion of the audience at most theatre performances, concerts
or art exhibit openings, is there because of a genuine interest.
The ever increasing number of late arrivals both at the
beginning and after intermissions, the frantic scurrying
toward exits sometimes even before the performance is
over, and the audience chatter which persists throughout
performance are but a few indications of what the answer
to the question must be.
How often are cultural projects sold on the basis that
one should support them and how often are they attended
and supported because the individual feels he should be
seen there or have his name included on the list of patrons?
Can we have a healthy cultural climate if such attitudes
perisist?
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OIL, 4134" x 32" (1866)
Fogg Museum of Art, Cambridge. Massachusetts

COVER: Old engraving advertises "The Drunkard,"
Little Theatre production scheduled for July 12-20.

Most of his life Renoir painted pictures of flowers with
his rare ability to turn natural beauty into the rare, im
pressionistic quality of his canvasses. The bouquet in
"A Large Vase of Flowers" contains iris, pinks, lilacs,
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candytuft, false acacia, weigelia and orange wall flowers.
Brilliant and icy cool in blues, ivory and blue whites,
violets and shell pinks, the composition is rococo but
its spirit, more ardent, is Renoir's own.

J A 5-6171
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In the Brooks library, Bob Shalkop and Antoinette Cloar
examine recent bibliographic additions. For complete de
tails see Connie Wolfe's Visual Arts column.

CALENDAR OF JULY EVENTS
1-3—"Marriage Proposal" and folk music, Market Theatre, 8:30
1—13—"Gigi," Front Street, 8:30
2—Larry Muhoberac Jazz Group, Overton Park Shell
3—"Lady Windemere's Fan," silent film, Adult Center, 7 and 9:30
3—"How West Was Won," Cinerama film opens at Palace
5-20—"Of Poems, Youth & Spring," Market Theatre, 8:30
7—"Johnny Tremaine," children's color film, Brooks, 2:30
9—Stan Freeman, pianist-humorist, Overton Park Shell
12-20—"The Drunkard," Little Theatre, 8:30
12-13—"Dinny and the Witches," High School Workshop, Adult
Center, 8:30
14—Film on Far Eastern art and customs, Brooks, 2:30
16-27—"Gypsy," Front Street, 8:30
16—Mary Curtis-Verna, Met Opera soprano, Overton Park Shell
17—"Husbands and Lovers," silent film, Adult Center, 7 and 9:30
21—Color slide lecture on Europe by Dr. Carrol Turner, Brooks, 2:30
23—Jack Washburn, musical comedy singer, Overton Park Shell
25-Aug. 3—"Meet Mr. Twain," Market Theatre, 8:30
26-27—"Night Must Fall," Center Players, Adult Center, 8:30
28—Films on American art and life, Brooks, 2:30
30—"South Pacific," Front Street, 8:30
30—Eddie Roecker, baritone, Overton Park Shell
31—"Mark of Zorros," Douglas Fairbanks silent film, Adult Center,
7 and 9:30

AT THE GALLERIES
Brooks—1-17, Photography in the Fine Arts; 10-Aug. 1, Stone Rub
bings from Angkor Wat; 9-Aug. 5 Provincetown: A Painters'
Place; Prints by Leonard Baskin.
Mary Chilton Galleries — Memphis Designers in Yarn, Clay and
Metal, 14-28
Athletic Club—Billie Price Hosmer One Man Show
Academy of Arts—Annual Student Exhibition
The Book Shelf—Richard Rhodes One Man Show
Woman's Exchange—Robert Williams Photographs

for the very, fineit
in diitinctive Aociaiitationery

S. C.T00F&C0.

PRELUDE PATTER
by Ray Hill

"The Days and Nights of Beebee
Fenstermaker" by Memphian Wil
liam Snyder closed at the off-Broad
way Sheridan Square Playhouse,
May 25, after a very healthy run of
288 performances.
December 9 is a date to check on
the calendar now for that is when the
much publicized television produc
tion of "Hedda Gabler" starring Ingrid Bergman will be shown. Fea
tured with Miss Bergman are Mich
ael Redgrave, Trevor Howard and
Ralph Richardson.
Subconsciously Prelude Patter's
copyreader last month must have
been trying to make up to Eugene
O'Neill's "Dong Day's Journey into
Night" for the fact that forty-five
minutes had been cut. Somehow, it
became "Longest Day's Journey
into Night."
Memphis has many connections at
the Shakespeare Festival Theatre in
Stratford, Connecticut, these days.
Ellis Rabb, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Rabb, is set to direct Shaw's
"Caesar and Cleopatra" which will
star former Front Street actress
Carrie Nye as the Egyptian queen.
Miss Nye also appears in "King
Lear" and "Comedy of Errors" as
does Rosemary Murphy, once with
the Memphis Arena Theatre.

ENJOY and
SUPPORT
the ARTS
in MEMPHIS

195 Madison Ave.

Draperies
Custom Upholstering

Carpets
Custom Cabinetry

If you are a discriminating buyer who
believes quality is the best value, why
not visit . . .

ke*^f4?e h's
THE HOME OF FINE FURNITURE
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The Memphis College
Of Music
by Marianne Leonard
Apollo must save a special place
in the Elysian Fields for those mu
sicians who serve out their mortal
lives in the forsaken cultural deserts
of America's smaller cities and
towns. At times one is inclined to
think it is not Apollo, but St. Jude
(patron of lost causes) who watches
over Memphis musicians.
Many have pioneered for both the
quality and quantity of music pre
sented here. One institution which
has had much to do with all that is
good in our environment is the Mem
phis College of Music.
It has evolved through three build
ings and three names in the four
decades since it was begun. It took
shape in the early 1920's when Ger
man-born Theodore Bohlmann
brought a group of teachers together
and founded the Bohlmann School of
Music in a frame house at 1156
Union. The school was an oasis for
talented Memphians and MidSoutherners.
Among his students are many who
have been important cultural forces,
in part because of the quality in
struction afforded by Bohlmann.
Miss Gladys Cauthen, Mrs. Ialeen
Dunning, Mrs. Paul Allen, Mrs. Ben
Waller, Mrs. Bates Brown, Mrs.
Louis Werne, Benjamin Owen, now
on the faculty at Louisville Conserva
tory, and the late Mrs. Mary Strickler Knitzer are some of the products
of Bohlmann and his school.
There is legend connected with Mr.
Bohlmann because he was a great
teacher, the forefather of a great
school, and a colorful personality.
Long before he came to Memphis,
in his younger and thinner days, he
did much concert work and was re
spected by the inner circle of top
pianists of his day, counting among
his friends Rachmaninoff, Paderewski, Alfred Cortot, and Walter Geisiking. In his last days here Mr. Bohl
mann was too ill to attend one of
Geisiking's concerts. So an upright
was sent to his sickroom and the
world-renowned Geisiking played the
whole concert privately for his
friend.
As he approached middle age, per
forming became difficult for Bohl
mann as he ate his way toward a
rotund (he said, "Brahms-shaped")
figure. He finally was unable to cross
hands and gave up concertizing to
teach at the Cincinnati Conservatory.
After 26 years he withdrew because
of World War I and his German deARTS ALIVE IN MEMPHIS

scent and he taught at home. Wal
ter Chapman, a pupil from Clarksdale, Miss., suggested that Memphis
was a ripe field for a good teacher
and that Memphis was "a good place
to live." So Bohlmann came South,
giving as his biggest reason that
there was more natural talent here
than in any other region.
And thus the goateed, mustached
man with the thick accent, walking
with hands clasped behind his back,
the better to keep his balance, came
to pace the floors at 1156 Union, a
taskmaster in the German tradition,
giving from his big talent and plantTHEODORE BOHLMANN

ing the seeds for an institution.
He died in 1931 leaving his school
to a beloved pupil, fellow teacher
and administrator, Miss G l a d y s
Cauthen, who is presently Dean of
the Music Faculty. One hesitates to
make rash declarations concerning
history, but I think it can safely be
said that it is through the unceasing
and indefatigable efforts of Miss
Cauthen that the College of Music is
here today. Of course she needed
help, but she is an executive as well
as a fine teacher, and knew where
to turn and whom to call upon to get
assistance. Miss Cauthen refuses to
discuss the role she has played, pre
ferring to spotlight others, and most
of all, her beloved school.
One of her first acts upon becom
ing director was to engage Polishborn Wiktor Lebunski who was then
teaching at Nashville's Conserva
tory.
He was a direct contrast to Bohl
mann's thunder and hell-fire peda
gogy. Crashing things around the
studio was all in a day's work for
Bohlmann, but Mr. Lebunski was the
charming aristocrat whose long
faced sneer was enough to send one
flying for home and more practice.
Now at the Kansas City Conserva
tory, he is a nationally recognized
teacher. His family is musically re
nowned and Mrs. Lebunski's sister is
the wife of Artur Rubenstein.
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Mrs. Ben Waller, a Lebunski stu
dent, recalls his limitless repertoire.
"One day he gave me a new Bee
thoven sonata and proceeded to play
excerpts from several other sonatas
to prove some particular point. In
my youthful naivete, I asked, 'Mr.
Lebunski, do you know ALL the Bee
thoven sonatas?' He turned, giving
me a withering look and said, 'Of
course I do.' "
Two years after he came, the
Memphis College of Music was or
ganized under the leadership of Miss
Cauthen through a merger of the
Bohlmann School, the O'SullivanSummerfield Studios, and the Insti
tute of Music and Art. An inde
pendent organization affiliated with
Southwestern, it moved to larger
quarters at 1216 Union, the beauti
ful old Chapell Harris home, pres
ent site of the Admiral Benbow Inn.
After a time Lebunski left for
Kansas City. Then the very fine Bolling-Musser Studios merged with the
College of Music, bringing its fac
ulty, Miss Lois Maer, Mrs. Hal Holt
Peel, Miss Elizabeth Mosby and
Miss Maude Walker into the organi
zation.

Memphis College of Music foculty in 1933.
From left O'Sullivon, Lebunski, Cauthen, Smith
& Hinkle.

Soon the depression began to take
its toll and the city's largest music
school might have folded. But Miss
Cauthen got busy calling for help.
With the assistance of a fine mu
sician and organizer, Mrs. Morton E.
Finch, the Memphis College of Music
Associates was formed. Mrs. Finch
was the president and Mr. Finch, I.
L. Myers and L. K. Thompson were
the Board of Advisors. Member
ships from $5.00 to $100 were sold
Page 4

and enough money was raised to
keep the school going.
Other officers of the association
included E. R. Barrow, Mrs. L. K.
Thompson, Mrs. Willis C. Campbell,
Mrs. W. Burr Chapman, Ben Good
man, Jr. and Mrs. Norman Isenberg.
The Associates secured Burnet C.
Tuthill as director and he negotiated
with Dr. Charles Diehl for South
western to take over the College of
Music as its Music Department.
They moved in 1943 to the present lo
cation in the three-story old Gallo
way home on Overton Park Avenue.
Dr. Tuthill had great experience
in organization and administration
before he ever laid eyes on the Col
lege of Music. He helped to organize
the National Association of Schools
of Music, which sets the standards
for all music schools. He helped or
ganize the Society for the Publica
tion of American Music and man
aged the Cincinnati Conservatory for
eight years. Composer, conductor,
performer, teacher and choral di
rector par excellence, he is the true
Renaissance man.
Son of the architect of Carnegie
Hall, Dr. Tuthill himself has been
greatly responsible for the design
that the College of Music, Southwestern's Music Department has taken
over the past two decades. He and
Mrs. Tuthill have lent their charm
and their talents in fulfilling the
promise of a school which an equally
colorful man began.
Last year alone, 350 preparatory
students, 75 Southwesterners, 60
adult students (businessmen, house
wives, music teachers from else
where) partook of instruction from
26 teachers in 20 studios on 31 pi
anos, 2 organs, a menagerie of wood
wind, brass and stringed instruments
and that commodity which the pupil
must bring with him — the human
voice. Nowhere within miles is qual
ity instruction being given to so
many.
Dr. Vernon Taylor has been di
rector since Dr. Tuthill's retirement
four years ago, and the next phase
of the school's evolution will take
place when it moves into the beau
tiful Fine Arts building planned by
Southwestern to be erected on its
campus.
Bohlmann Hall, the present recital
hall on Overton Park which is
achieved by opening up the down
stairs studios is slightly faded but
still resplendent. Against a back
drop of gold tapestry and rich wood
work imported from Italy, two grand
pianos stand beside a beautiful
mantle which is copied from one in

EDDIE ROECKER

DR. BURNET C. TUTHILL

the Doge Palace in Florence. Stu
dents and faculty have been per
forming here for 20 years and a
great musical tradition continues to
be passed on.
When the school moves, it will car
ry with it this tradition made by
Bohlmann, Lebunski, Cauthen, Tut
hill, Lois Maer, Myron Myers and
all the many other fine teachers. The
students who have studied there
know they have come into contact
with a quality that is not too popular
nor widely practiced—the quality of
excellence.

HI Fl & STEREO

STAN FREEMAN

JACK WASHBURN

Overton Park Shell
Summer Concerts
July

2—Larry Muhoberac Jazz Group

July

9—Stan Freeman, Pianist-Humorist

July 16—Mary Curtis-Verna, Soprano
July 23—Jack Washburn, Musical
Comedy Star
July 30—Eddie Roecker, Baritone

CUSTOM COMPONENTS INSTALLED
Visit Our Demonstration
Living Room

MARY CURTIS - VERNA

BLUFF CITY DIST. CO.

234 East St.

BR 6-4501

SOUTHWICK CLOTHES

The Curtain Shop
ON COURT SQUARE
IN LAURELWOOD

FEATURING
The most complete stock of ready made
draperies, curtains, and bedspreads avail
able in Memphis or the Mid-South. Our
custom made department offers shop at
home services without charge or obligation.

Laurelwood store open Thursday nights until 9:00 P.M.

at

For Your Listening Pleasure . . .
Consult us on any problem involv
ing sound reproduction. Our years
of experience assures you of the
finest obtainable when adding to
your present system. Complete sys
tems quoted.

W. & W. DISTRIBUTING CO.

JXlfretr*

644 MADISON AVE.

See the 1963 Oldsmobile

Pryor Oldsmobile
Company
2525 Summer

•

FA 3-5556

"Out Your Way"
Plenty of Off-Street Parking

MEMPHIS

MEMPHIS

ARTS ALIVE IN MEMPHIS
PRELUDE MAGAZINE
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'Dinny And The Witches* Center Players To Do
At Adult Center
"Nigrht Must Fall"

Pat Morrison, Bennett Wood and Jerry
Chipman with Christine Clough on floor in
a scene from Little Theatre's production of
"The Drunkard".

Michael Jackson, a student at Messick High School, will play the title
role of Dinny when the Center Play
ers High School Drama Workshop
presents William Gibson's "Dinny
and the Witches" at the Adult Edu
cation Center of Southwestern's Bur
row Library at 8:30 p.m., July 12 and
13. Playing opposite him as Amy
will be Jeanne Rostaing, who gradu
ated from Central High in June.
This is a play written by Mr. Gib
son earlier than his "The Miracle
Worker" and "Two for the Seesaw"
but produced off-Broadway later.

In the program for the New York
production, the playwright said:
"This play is a fairy-tale, simple as
Little Theatre
apple pie. Everyone has heard of
the apple. All fairy-tales are dreams,
Revives Melodrama
"The Drunkard; or The Fallen in which the hero goes forth on a pil
Saved," which had its earliest per grimage through life; this one is no
formances in the 1840's, will be re exception. Dinny is just the average
vived by the Memphis Little Theatre American young man. He has only
for an eight performance run start one fault: he is foolish, greedy, gul
ing July 12. The play will be pro lible, vain, confused, inconsiderate,
duced in the style of the 1890's and lustful, ignorant, selfish, incompe
the director, Sherwood Lohrey, has tent, lazy, immature, obtuse, fright
assembled one of the largest casts ened, cocky, and chronically self-de
to appear on the Little Theatre stage. ceived. He wants everything in the
world, and expects it the easiest
The title role will be portrayed by way. He believes he deserves only
Bennett Wood, while the villainous
the best, and will settle for nothing
villain will be Frank Liddell. Seen less. Nevertheless, he is our hero,
as the poor, delicate wife will be Pat he means well, his heart is in the
Morrison, Jerry Chipman and Flor right place (left thorax), and the
ence Leffler play two comedy author loves him. Also, of course, he
roles. In other leading roles will be is a musician, and there is nothing
Walter Smith, Elizabeth Wilder, better. The play begins as his dream.
Janie Joplin, John Joplin, Christine Unfortunately, reality keeps intrud
Clough, Joe Short and Ralph Cope. ing into it; nothing turns out quite as
Others in the cast include Paul Fer he intends it to, everything unreal
guson, Carl Lea-sure, David Francis, that he takes unto himself backfires,
Mallory Morris, Bob Bellows, Keith everything unreal that he sends forth
Watson, Jo Alexander, Shirley Ann returns as a boomerang. The dream
Woodard, Jill Silverstein, Linda Mc- becomes his nightmare. Through it
Gehee, Susan Freels, Judye Harri all, like everything else, he is a
son, Cathy Sullivan, Missy Sullivan, mortal under the sentence of death.
Sally Silverstein, Alan Ammen, John All he is after really, is a value he
Neal and Robert Alexander.
can live by and for, until he dies; it
In addition to the large cast is always under his nose, it is what
there will be seventeen performers the wisest and most foolish mortals
in the olio numbers. These will range have always known, and only when
from barber shop quartets, a banjo it is taken from him does he appre
player and a chorus line of cancan ciate its worth. The dream dissolves
dancers to various other singers in the triumph of the world as she
dancers and comedians.
is, as long as we have it. Poor Dinny.
During intermission a barber shop Reader: forgive him; he might have
quartet will entertain while serving been you."
refreshments. There are nine set
Gibson has subtitled his play with
changes and many colorful period
music "A Frolic on Grave Matters."
costumes.
Admission will be seventy-five
Members of the Memphis Little
Theatre will be admitted free by cents for adults and fifty cents for
students.
showing their membership cards.
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Tony Warren will play the psycho
pathic killer Danny when the Center
Players present Emlyn William's sus
pense drama "Night Must Fall" at
Southwestern's Adult Education Cen
ter, July 26 and 27.
Mary Ann Lee will play Mrs.
Bramson; Aden Field, Inspector Belsize and John McDonald, Hubert
Laurie. The other roles had not been
cast at PRELUDE'S deadline.
Emlyn Williams himself played
the leading role both in London and
New York. In its film version it
starred Robert Montgomery and at
the present time a film remake is
in the process with Albert Finney.
As the play opens it is soon no
secret that Danny, a bell hop who
arrives at the Bramson bungalow,
has already murdered one woman,
and there is little doubt that he will
soon murder, another—the aged own
er of the house. He gradually insinu
ates himself into her affections in a
skillful manner, at the same time
managing to prevent her niece, who
has guessed his previous connections
with murder, from giving him away.
For Dan is a dashing young assassin
whom she firmly belives she hates,
but as a matter of fact she is fasci
nated by him beyond measure. Dan
is a completely selfish, self-centered
psychopath with no feelings and a
vast imagination, who is perpetually
acting for his own edification the
part of a murderer, and is only un
happy because he cannot share his
secret with the world.
Curtain time, 8:30. Admission $1
for adults and 50c for students.
Continental Luxury Apartments
ELEGANCE — COMFORT
1422 Lamar
Phone BR 6-2261
KEMMONS-WILSON REALTY CO.

offered for sale by

and

SOLD
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The Critical Eye
| by RAY HILL

There will be several times during
July and August when Memphis
theatregoers will have as many as
four different theatrical attractions
from which to choose. They may
cheer the hero and hiss the villain
at the Little Theatre's "Drunkard,"
or hear Mary Shelton belting Mama
Rose's lament at Front Street's
"Gypsy," or partake of the more
intimate atmosphere of the Market
Theatre or Southwestern's Center
Players. Let us hope Memphis au
diences for the summer will be as
plentiful and active as the producing
groups.
Wonders indeed have been wrought
by the young theatre enthusiasts who
have converted a former meat mar
ket at the Farmers Marker on Cleve
land into the pleasantly intimate
Market Theatre. It is reassuring to
find that there are still young peo
ple willing to and capable of meet
ing a challenge with hard work and
daring.
Youth and enthusiasm are at once
the group's chief assets and liabili
ties. Personally I admired the cour
age but questioned the wisdom of
their premiering with so stark a por
trayal of death at sea as Eugene
O'Neill's "Bound East for Cardiff."
The fact that this play several dec
ades back was selected by the pio
neering Provincetown Playhouse
(performing in a converted fish
shack) to introduce O'Neill as a
playwright gave the choice some
sentimental, historical significance.
It was not, however, a wise choice.
Only Phil Arnoult had maturity
enough to suggest an old salt. Ar
noult, who in the past has tended to
push too hard in his acting, gave
the most subdued, convincing per
formance I have ever seen him give.
Other members of the cast indicated
that when cast in roles closer to
their own age, experience and cap
abilities, they will show to better ad
vantage.
Talent the group definitely has.
Wiser choice of vehicles for exhibit
ing that talent should be aimed for
in the future.
Readers of The Critical Eye will
probably enjoy Walter Kerr's new
book, "The Theatre in Spite of It
self" published at $5.00 by Simon
(Continued Next Page)
ARTS ALIVE IN MEMPHIS

Front Street Launches
Drive For Seventh Season
Front Street Theatre is currently
conducting a membership drive for
its seventh season. By subscribing to
the nine plays offered, members can
save as much as $11.25 on each sub
scription. Members can attend the
plays of the September 1963 to April
1964 season for as little as $2.00 a
ticket on a weekday or $2.22 on Fri
day or Saturday evenings.
Several special conveniences are
being offered. It is possible to make
only half the total payment now, pay
ing the balance on September 1. Sub
scribers may exchange their tickets
to any play for another performance
of the same play if the seats are
available. There will be several pro
ductions offered free to subscribers
such as last year's "Best of Broad
way" and also "scripts in hand"
renderings of interesting plays which
ordinarily would not be done in a
regular series. Subscribers will be
given a discount on all tickets pur
chased for Front Street children's
plays.
Plays for the seventh season will
be announced in the fall. Under con
sideration are "Life with Father,"
"A Thousand Clowns," Tennessee
Williams' "Sweet Bird of Youth,"
Rita Wilson and Mary Shelton, stars of
"Gypsy", to be revived at Front Street July
16-27.

Judy Erickson, star of "Gigi" at Front
Street Theatre through July 13.

Reginald Rose's "Twelve Angry
Men," Paddy Chayefsky's "Gideon,"
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the
Shrew," Shaw's "Misalliance,"
Brendan Behan's "The Hostage,"
Bertolt Brecht's "The Hostage,"
Bertolt Brecht's "The Private Life
the Master Race," "Annie Get Your
Gun," "Threepenny Opera," "Finian's Rainbow," and "Kismet."
Season tickets for weekday per
formances are $18.00; for Friday and
Saturdays, $20.00. Checks should be
made payable to Front Street The
atre and mailed to 1819 Madison
Avenue, Memphis 4, Tennessee.
LOOKING FOR THE UNIQUE?
You Will Find It At. . .

THE UNICORN
45 NOVEMBER 6th ST. SO.
Alleyway Between Union and Monroe
(Half Block East of Main St.)
JA 6-4336

QUALITY PAPER BOUND BOOKS
SELECTED HARD COVER BOOKS
Continual Showing of
Young Memphis Artists
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The Critical Eye
(Continued)
and Schuster in June. Of particular
interest will be the chapter called
"The Thirty-Year Itch" which goes
deeper into the subject of the audi
ence today than it was possible for
us to do last month.
In the book, Kerr paints a penetrating portrait of the American
theatre scene from 1957 to 1963. For
those who saw for themselves the
plays and performances he dis
cusses, the book will provide provacative new insights into things
seen. For those who have not seen
them, Kerr's cogent comments make
a first-rate second-best.
I never expected to find Tammy
Grime's elusive voice quality cap
tured on the printed page until I read
Mr. Kerr's "a falsetto baritone that
seems to be a distillation of all the
sweet-tempered steampipes that ever
played the two-a-day." Nor did I
think anyone would ever be able
accurately to record for posterity
the wild charm that is Carol Channing's until I read his: "She is a
hearty soul, equipped) with great
blazing eyes that passing motorists
must curse her for. But she doesn't
overwhelm you. She gives the im
pression of being very, very cordial
and very, very busy, and won't you
come in, and please for heaven's
sake help yourself to anything you
find, and she'll be right back in a
minute after she puts out the fire
in the pantry."
Mr. Kerr is a rarity among news
paper drama critics for he has a
thorough grounding in theatre past
and present, practical and theoreti
cal, having served a well spent ap
prenticeship as drama teacher, di
rector of plays and playwright. Such
a background gives particular va
lidity to his views on the contempo
rary theatre scene and these views
are expressed with both candor and
charm throughout the book.
The first production of the Center
Player's High School Drama Work
shop, "Two Plays for Three Play
ers," gave ample evidence of what
the teenage actor is capable of when
given the opportunity.
In theatre of the absurd such as
N. F. Simpson's "A Resounding
Tinkle," the performers must utter
seeming inanities and non-sequiters
with complete conviction. This the
high schoolers managed neatly most
of the time. Only briefly did they
become amused themselves thus
breaking the illusion of the deadly
Page 8

earnestness of the characters they
played. Recognizing the humor but
not telegraphing his own amusement
to the audience is one of the most
difficult aspects of acting the student
actor must master.
Virginia Chiapella and John Mc
Donald as Middle and Bro Paradock
conveyed an amazing amount of ma
turity for the teenagers they are.
Miss Chiapella needs to work for bet
ter voice control and articulation for
she marred an otherwise good per
formance by swallowing parts of her
speeches to the point of inaudibility
on occasion. Relaxation is what John
McDonald must work toward as he
too often let his tongue become tang
led in his rapid fire delivery. Julia
Ewing as Uncle Ted came through
with a delightfully whimsical charac
terization.
In "A Phoenix Too Frequent,"
Christopher Fry calls upon his actors
to keep their articulators always on
the alert. Again the teenage thespians proved themselves remarkably
equal to the task.

(Above) Virginia Chiapella, John McDonald
& Julia Ewing in "A Resounding Tinkle."

Jeanne Rostaing appropriately in
terpreted Doto as a coquettish clown.
She must, however, beware of a ten
dency to broaden her characteriza
tion in response to laughter from the
audience. Pam Martin as Dynamene
handled the poetical passages with
ease and charm but mistakenly felt
it necessary to try to point up com
edy lines with a wisecracking de
livery inconsistent with the ladylike
portrait she had otherwise created.
Allen Keller as Tegeus displayed an
excellent voice which he is not al
ways certain how to use to best ef
fect. By the second night he had
overcome much of the self-conscious
ness which weakened his opening
night performance.
As director, I was enormously en
couraged by the attitude of these
youngsters who were not discour
aged by the small audiences but only
eager to give them the best perform
ance possible.

1859-1963

Over a Century
of Service

Tomorrow's Planning
Demands Concrete

Prestressed Concrete
Ready-Mix Concrete
Precast Concrete
Concrete Blocks

JOHN A. DENIE'S SONS CO.
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Ph. JA 6-7321 >>>>>'.
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The Editors of PRELUDE hope you enjoy the exciting
pictures showcasing some of the many interesting activities
at the MEMPHIS ACADEMY OF ARTS.
The ACADEMY is much more than just an excellent
educational institution ... it contributes greatly to the
community as a whole. Such an asset is deserving of your

^ *

The Academy offers a number of classes for full-time and part-time stu
dents and for children during the six-week summer session. For catalog
call or write the Registrar's office.

The Memphis Academy of Arts is a professional
school of art. As such, it is the inheritor of two
traditions: the academic tradition of schools of
higher learning which impels it to educate in the
true sense, to draw out the best in its students by
not only imparting facts and ideas but fostering
critical appraisal of them; and the artistic tradition
of the atelier which dedicates it to training students
in the skills and tools of the visiual arts, aimed at
respect for excellence and ability to create. The
product of these two traditions, rightly fused, is
the creative artist who is a responsible member of
society: informed, aware, disciplined, respectful of
the individual, dedicated to the search for truth
and beauty. To such a fusion and such a product
the trustees of the Academy, its faculty and staff
unite their efforts, interest and experience.

Several classes are offered at the
Academy on Monday and Wed
nesday nights from 7 to 10. For
information call or write the Reg
istrar's office.

Faculty advisory committees meet at the end
of each semester to interview all full-time
students and part-time students working for
credit, and to discuss their programs of study,
review examples of work from each class in
which they are enrolled, and decide if they
are to progress to the following semester's
work.

HHQ
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The Library is a catalogued collection of books, slides, magazines, prints and reproductions. Students, faculty, and
the Fellowship may borrow materials. The public is welcome to use them for reference.

EXHIBITIONS, LECTURES, FILMS. Exhibitions are
shown regularly at the Academy, and in June of each
year a comprehensive display of student work is pre
sented.

Brook's Sunday
Programs Continue

Three Silent Classics
At Adult Center

Brooks Art Gallery's free Sunday
afternoon programs will continue
throughout the summer. They are
presented in the Gallery Auditorium
at 2:30 p.m.

Three silent screen classics are on
the alternate Wednesday night sched
ule at Southwestern's Adult Educa
tion Center during July.
The feature for July 3 is Oscar
Wilde's "Lady Windemere's Fan"
starring Ronald Colman, Bert Lytell
and Irene Rich. The July 17 attrac
tion is "Husbands and Lovers" with
three of Germany's greatest stars,
Emil Jannings, Conrad Veidt and
Elizabeth Bergner. The granddaddy
of all the Zorro films, "The Mark of
Zorro" with Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
Marguerite De La Motte and Noah
Beery, Sr., will be shown on July 31.
For each film there will be a 7:00
p.m. screening and a 9:30 p.m.
screening. Admission is seventy-five
cents.

July 7 will feature a special pro
gram for young people, Walt Dis
ney's "Johnny Tremaine," a color
film about a boy's experiences dur
ing the American Revolution.
The Junior Saturday School is operated on Saturday
mornings from 10 to 12. Classes in drawing, painting,
sculpture, metalsmithing, composition, pottery, weaving
and fashion illustration are offered to children aged six
through eighteen. Scholarships to the school are avail
able for the talented who otherwise would be unable
to attend (see page 30). For catalog and additional in
formation call or write the Registrar.

John Logan, author of "of . . . Poems, Youth,
and Spring", original play to be produced early
in July by Market Theatre. Mr. Logan, a
graduate of Baylor University, has twice won
awards at the Southern Literary Festival.

Back To Binford?
"A stunning performance!
. . . Leslie Carson imbues it
with tremendous compassion
and charm. . . . Director Bryan
Forbes has exquisitely wrought
out of the tangle of tortured
feelings, scenes that throb with
passion and tension." . . . Bosley Crowther in the New York
Times.
"Superb British film! Beauti
ful balance between cold real
ism and human warmth, be
tween cynicism and compassion
. . . therein lies the film's truth
and its beauty!" . . . Judith
Crist in New York Herald Trib
une.
"Highest rating! Another film
of award calibre at the Fine
Arts Theatre. Admirable per
formances!" . . . Wanda Hale
in New York Daily News.
"Worthy of its festival huz
zas. Really good performances
by all concerned!" . . . Archer
Winsten in the New York Post.
"An inspiring picture!" . . .
Alton Cook in New York World
Telegram and Sun.
These are some quotes from
the New York critics concern
ing "The L-Shaped Room," the
film which Memphis' new Cen
sor Board Chairman recom
mended be denied a Memphis
showing. Is it back to Binford
for Memphis?
ABTS ALIVE IN MEMPHIS

The program on July 14 will high
light Far Eastern art and customs.
The three color films which com
prise the program are Walt Disney's
"Siam," an Indian dance film called
"The Fable of the Peacock," and
a film on "Buddha."
On July 21, Dr. Carol Turner will
present a color slide lecture on
Europe.
American art and life will be the
theme for July 28. Included are
"New England Background of Lit
erature," "Whaler: Art of New Bed
ford," and "Painting in America."
Of particular interest to drama en
thusiasts will be the August 4 fea
ture, the film version of Eugene
O'Neill's "Mourning Becomes Electra" starring Rosalind Russell, Katina Paxinou, Michael Redgrave,
and Raymond Massey.

offered for sale by
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and
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An Artist with a

Printing Press*
. . . needs a sure sense of form and color
just as in the other pictorial arts. He gives your
ideas, your products a new and lively quality that is a
mark of prestige to your firm or organization.
The printers of Prelude are proud to be artists with presses . . .
and are ambitious to put their talents to work for YOU!

TRI-STATE PRESS, INC.
Telephone JA 5-6171

277 Jefferson Ave.

especially for you.
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The Visual Arts In Memphis
by CONNIE WOLFE

How many of us know we have
two libraries in Memphis which deal
exclusively with art and esthetics?
Furthermore, how many realize that
in one of these libraries we may
actually check out art books without
paying a special fee. All that is ne
cessary is a Memphis Public Library
card.

With such a variety of books from
such a variety of sources, everyone
should be able to find something for
his own needs whether it be garden
landscaping or industrial art.

At our disposal is the Brooks Art
Gallery Library which allows the
public to check out books as well as
use the reference material.
This library began as a small col
lection of public donations and gifts
which was kept in the office of Mrs.
Louise B. Clark, former director of
Brooks. It has now grown into a fine
library which not only satisfies the
art students' needs but also offers
the layman opportunity to acquire
the fundamentals of art history and
art appreciation.

"Mountain Village in Winter", by Peter
Keetman in "Photography in the Fine Arts"
exhibit at Brooks.

collection. The history of art section
including biographies and compre
hensive studies of painting and sculp
ture is perhaps the strongest depart
ment while the reference section is
in need of extension and reinforce
ment. The wide assortment of mu
seum catalogs and bulletins along
with the many periodicals has prov
en invaluable as reference for many

Mrs. Antoinette Cloar, the libra
rian at Brooks, is encouraged by the
use made of the library this past
winter. This year more people than
ever before have participated in the
lending program.
A thorough and competent librari
an, Mrs. Cloar recognizes the weak
as well as the strong features of the

people throughout the southern area.
Purchases for Brooks Library are
a careful collaboration of the Direc
tor, Curator and Librarian. Dona
tions are made by Memphians for
the purchase of books and often
books are given as in the case of Mr.
Walter Chandler who gave eight
volumes of leatherbound English
aquatints which he purchased while
in England.

The Memphis Academy of Arts Li
brary is open to the public for refer
ence purposes. Only Academy stu
dents and faculty members may
check out books. Miss Mary Lee
Hall, the librarian, notes that archi
tects, interior designers and art
groups are the principal ones to util
ize the library other than faculty and
students.
The Library has an excellent col
lection of slides illustrating all phas
es of the history of art. Over the
years, Miss Hall has acquired literal
ly thousands of clippings encompass
ing every conceivable subject. These
clippings are meticulously filed and
are thus particularly useful. There
is also a large selection of matted
fine art reproduction used by in
structors in studio lectures.
The art crafts books section is one
of the most diversified and complete.
Any questions on general or specific
art history may be answered by the
wide selection of biographies or mon
ographs of artists.

For Those Who CARE
For The Very Best — it's
•

Hattif (jlaMr't

EMBERS
where fabulous food's the show

PARK AVENUE AT GETWELL • GL 8-2511

Some recent acquisitions selected
by the library committee and Miss
Hall include Joseph Albers' "Inter
action in Color," a $200 book limited
2,000 copies, and four drawing
books illustrating in color drawings
from the caveman to contemporary.
Because art books are as a rule so
expensive it would be virtually im
possible to own all the ones we might
choose to read. Hence we begin to
understand how significant the ex
istence of these libraries is for Mem
phians.
Art forms abound this month in
Memphis. We have the opportunity
to see abstract painting, prints, por
trait painting, photography, stone
(Continued on Page 21)
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Visual Arts
(Continued)

rubbings, pottery, jewelry, and
weaving—it's almost endless.
Surely with all these available we
cannot get through the month of July
without stopping in the midst of the
summer's chaos and taking a good
look at something the visual art
world offers us.
Brooks
The Brooks Gallery again this
month offers us many opportunities
for visual enjoyment.
A unique exhibition entitled "Stone
Rubbings from Angkor Wat" will be
up from July 10 to August 1. The
stone rubbing process is comparable
to transferring the impression of a
coin to paper by rubbing it with a
pencil and Angkor Wat is a 12th Cen
tury monument in Cambodia exe
cuted by the Khmers for their King,
Suryavarman II.
The subject matter of these twen
ty-three rubbings includes themes
from Ramayana, the Hindu Epic,
warriors, celestial nymphs and oth
ers which come alive in the hands of
the Khmer artists.
From July 9 to August 5, two dif
ferent attitudes about the sea and
dunes surrounding Provincetown on
Cape Cod may be seen in an exhibi
tion "Provincetown: A Painters'
Place." It is niteresting to see the
varied treatment of similar subject
matter.
One school organized by Charles
Hawthorne, a colorist and a realist,
had a strong influence on the paint
ers of Provincetown until Mr. Haw
thorne's death in 1930. While many
realists still work there, many have
become influenced by Hans Hofmann, founder of a school in 1934
dealing with color and abstract ex
pressionism. Mr. Hofmann says of
his maner of painting: "When I paint
a sunset, I paint actually thousands
of sunsets of which I was a part
when I did enjoy them through all
my life. I am—and whatever I do
is—part of nature with the added
and unconsiliatory difference that I
allow myself never to renounce the
aesthetic demands of creation."
After reading Mr. Hofmann's quote
we recognize that these two schools
are both dealing with reality, only
with two different concepts of what
reality is.
When we look at the paintings we
must not be concerned with the dif
ferent schools, but only that they are
ARTS ALIVE IN MEMPHIS

BILLY PRICE HOSMER

of one school—the school of visual
creation.
Accompanying the paintings by
such great artists as Knaths, Dickin
son, Tworkov and others will be a
biographical sketch of each artist's
Provincetown career.
Saving the best for last, Brooks
presents a print show of woodcuts,
wood engravings and etchings from
the past decade of Leonard Baskin's
work. Baskin's work shows a com
passion for the common man and
an interest in the transformation
death brings about.
Baskin has complete control of his
materials. He is a superb draftsman
and fuses intellect and emotion in his
drawings. He uses a biting, sharp
line and encompasses the viewer by
his opened and closed forms.
It has been said of him, "For Leon
ard, the gift of creation is a deeply
precious one, and truly a gift. It
must be cherished and the artist
must make himself worthy of it."
Each print that Baskin produced
shows this total commitment to his
creative gift.
The "Photograph in the Fine Arts"
show written about in last month's
PRELUDE will be up until July 17.
Mary Chilton Galleries
The level of good design in Mem
phis crafts is steadily increasing as
may be seen in the "Memphis De
signers in Yarn, Clay and Metal"
exhibition. Weaving, jewelry, and
pottery will be featured at the Mary
Chilton Galleries beginning on July
14 with an opening reception from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
In their pottery, Thorne and Dor-

rine Edwards strive for pure, tradi
tional forms as will be seen in their
large selection of pots in the exhibi
tion.
Preferring the more contemporary
approach to his craft, Gregory Baeopulos chooses free, spontaneous
shapes for his jewelry. Executed
mainly in silver, every piece has a
character all its own. He excels as
a craftsman as well as a designer.
Weaving by several members of
the Handloom Weavers Guild, in
cluding wall hangings by Betty
Graves, also will be featured.
The show will give us a broader
look at our Memphis craftsman than
we have been afforded in the past.
Athletic Club
Billie Price Hosmer presents por
trait studies along with several land
scapes in an exhibition at the Ath
letic Club this month. Mrs. Hosmer,
a lifelong Memphian, has painted
many prominent Memphians and
their children. The studies of the
children make up the nucleus of her
show.
Mrs. Hosmer strives for the es
sence of her subject's character in
her portraits and allows her sub
ject's personality to determine the
colors she uses in the painting. Her
paintings hang in almost every state
and in Florence, Italy, where she has
studied. Listed among her subjects
is Judge Anderson of the Circuit
Court of Appeals in Jackson, Ten
nessee, one of the judges who pre
sided in the Nuremberg Trials.
Cheekwood Museum In Nashville
At Cheekwood Museum in Nash
ville on view until July 26 is a show
of Antoine Boardelle, a brilliant and
powerful sculptor. His work reflects
the influence of Rodin, the sculptor
with whom he studied. Boardelle's
renowned series of heads of Bee
thoven and his monumental warrior
are perhaps some of the most sensi
tive and rugged sculpture of the 20th
Century.
Fortunately for those who did not
get to the Book Shelf, the Art Acad
emy or the Woman's Exchange dur
ing June, their same exhibitions will
remain up during July.
At the Book Shelf, Richard Rhodes
shows prints and paintings.
The Annual Student Exhibition at
the Memphis Academy of Arts will
remain up through the summer.
Photographs by Robert Williams
may still be seen at the Woman's
Exchange.
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The Beef Eater
by Anderson Orr
In New York City on a hot July
afternoon in 1954, my impression of
the Beef-Eater began. I was doing a
summer of seminary-required clin
ical training at Bellevue Hospital
and living in a grimy, dismal room
(bath down two flights or up two
flights) in the oldest dormitory at
General Seminary. Neither work nor
quarters offered much to lift the
spirits. As a corrective I often
walked across town from work to
dormitory, window shopping, brows
ing through stacks of remaindered
books, inhaling traffic exhaust fumes
and cursing the heat.
Several times these peregrinations
took me by a shop on Sixth Avenue
called the Bazar Francais. It was
distinguished by the dustiest, most
flyspecked window display in the
block. The signs in its display, hand
written, had faded beyond reading;
the odd assortment of objects in its
windows were scattered in no dis

cernible arrangement. Inside, only
slightly restrained, the same dis
order prevailed. A prodigious assort
ment of pots and pans, pepper mills,
moulds, chopping blocks, knives,
scallop shell s, coffee makers and
chafing dishes covered shelves and
overflowed to the floor. But the per
sonnel of the shop dashed about with
the air of diplomatic couriers on ur
gent missions, and the few customers
appraised earthenware casseroles or
copper skillets as if they were select
ing diamonds at Tiffany's or tap
estries at Parke-Bernet.
It was a new world to me. I had
never done more cooking than raid
a refrigerator or watch impatiently
while chicken fried. The kitchen
utensils I had seen were mostly
graceless and exclusively utilitarian.
It had never crossed my mind that
some people took the implements of
cooking so seriously. Bazar Francais
was a heady introduction to the
world of fine food and its thoughtful,
loving preparation; I have never
fully recovered. In the intervening
years, necessity and inclination have

Mrs. Speechley showing crown roost of lomb to Mrs. Hector Smythe Howard.

The Beef Eater

MRS. SPEECHLEY

placed me often in the kitchen. Auth
ors and friends and good restaurants
have convinced me that the prepara
tion of food can be great art, and I
have learned that the strange little
Bazar Francais is practically the
only source in the United States for
the specialized, handsome batterie
de cuisine required in preparing
many of the world's finest recipes.
And so, when I first went into the
Beef-Eater, those same handsome
French cooking utensils were the
first things I noticed. At once I felt

Continued Next Page
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PUZZLED BY "BARGAIN" DIAMONDS?
If you are, then just remember: Any diamond worth buying is worth
buying right.
That's why you won't find "discount" diamonds or
"bargain" gems in our outstanding collection. We are members of the
American Gem Society ... an excellent reason why you can be sure
of true gem quality and value when you purchase your diamond.

You pay no more at our regular prices
than you would pay for a discount dia
mond . . . USUALLY LESS!

Convenient Terms Arranged!

DAY OR NIGHT CALL
Open Every Thurs.
'til 8:30 P.M.
Memphis Owned.
A. N. Wolff, J. G. Putman
Poplar Plaza:
5422 Plaza Ave —FA 7-1633
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that here was a great treasure in a
small package, and my admiration
and respect for the shop were as
sured. The wire whisks, wicker coeur
a la creme baskets, Sabatier knives
(carbon steel that will take an edge
and CUT!), procelain souffle dishes,
Swiss fondue sets, the nonpareil 666
copper ware—there it was, familiar,
utilitarian, magnificent and, most
impressively, available.
The beginning cook meets with ter
rific frustration, especially if he de
pends for his instruction on Gourmet
Magazine or its cookbooks. He feels
he must have the proper sieve or
mould or whatever for the job, and
this is a sound and reliable principle.
But what is he to do when he is in
structed to press a half-gallon of
cooked spinach through a sieve and
he can find nothing but a 3-inch tea
strainer? Should he use a window
screen? Is it the right mesh? Could
he substitute an old T-shirt? He
could, I suppose, but the Beef-Eater
is prepared to set his mind at rest.
All he need do is go there, invest in
one, and know that where that sieve
is concerned, he is as well equipped
as Louis Diat or Dione Lucas, free
from taint of culinary heresy. Be
cause of the upsurge of interest in
fine cooking, many people should be
delighted to have available the
French kitchen's classic equipment.
These first impressed me, but if
you don't give a hang about your
pots and pans, you will find many
other wonderful things. The shop is
called the Beef-Eater, after all, and
for very good reason. You will see
on your right as you enter a bright,
shiny freezer packed with superbly
aged, generously cut steaks from
Pfaelzer Bros, in Chicago. The
Pfaelzer steaks are nationally fa
mous thanks to New Yorker and
Gourment advertisements, the fine
clubs and restaurants that use them,
and the unqualified praise of those
who buy them. You need nothing but
a grill to hold them and fire to cook
them to enjoy a great treat. The
Beef-Eater is built around these
steaks, and they provide persuasive
reason for returning to the shop
again and again. Dr. Cary Middlecoff has an interest in the shop chief
ly because he wanted a consistent
supply of good steaks which he had
been unable to find in Memphis. In
addition to the steaks, you will find
crown roasts of lamb, double,
frenched lamb chops, and other
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by MARIANNE LEONARD

Mrs. Speechley demonstrating
cooker to Mrs. John L. Hobson.

asparagus

frozen foods which deserve attention
—especially a delicate and delicious
Cordon Bleu (chicken breast filled
with ham and cheese, to be quickly
fried, then baked with a bit of white
wine over them) and chicken a la
Kiev. The Tony Speechley's planned
the Beef-Eater as a shop offering top
quality meats and other gourmet
foods, foods unavailable elsewhere
in the city. The result proves that
their qualifications did not halt at
envisioning this.
Like good mediums, they have ma
terialized it with stunning success.
Fifty or sixty letters to diverse
embassies, boards of Trade, consul
ates, importers and so on, followed
by hours of searching catalogues and
lists of available products have re
sulted in the finest assembly of dis
tinguished foods to be found in Mem
phis. Their cheeses they select from
their importer's list of 5,000. Their
fresh smoked salmon is flown from
Scotland; the beautiful backfin lump
crabmeat comes from Savannah.
The crocks of pate are from Stras
bourg, and the cavier, of course, is
Beluga. The shelves hold up to view
S. S. Pierce's superior canned soups,
etc., snails from France, water bis
cuits from England, tinned pheasant
and grouse from Scotland, choco
lates from Belgium and England.
The Speechley's expect soon to have
French broad from New Orleans,
and they now take special orders for
elaborate gateaux and Torten.
This gastronomic bounty awaits
you in a cheerful, urbane setting de
signed by Ted Butterfield of Ruffin's,
and it is presided over by Mrs.
Speechley herself who lends the shop

The Memphis Symphony's Pops
Concert, "Around the World in 80
Minutes" took considerably longer
what with detours to popcorn and
coke stands and the latecomers hold
ing up the initial downbeat.
We may take provincial pride in
having done something at the same
time New York did. Two days be
fore "Arround the World, etc.," fea
turing the audience seated around
red checkered table cloths consum
ing soft drinks and potato chips, the
Philharmonic did "An A m e r i c a n
Gala" with New Yorkers seated at
tables consuming champagne and
sandwiches.
Lounging around eating (possibly
a "Cleopatra" influence) is becom
ing the summer custom for sym
phony pops .concerts. It is all a part
of the American plan to make music
as painless as possible for the unac
customed, thereby hopefully gaining
a larger winter season following.
No one need complain about sitting
through "Malaguena," "Tales from
the Vienna Woods" or "Waltz" from
"Sleeping Beauty" when one could
see so many new-to-the symphony
customers truly relishing the music.
a final, completing note of distinc
tion and charm.
The Beef-Eater is open weekdays
from 10:00 a.m-6:00 p.m., and Sat
urdays from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
The address is 111 Racine Street.
My impression is that I am very
much impressed.
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A Tin Trunk
By Jeanine Mah

The night she went away to begin
to die, I had mumps. When they
took her to the hospital, I think I
was afraid, but the pain of my
swollen neck and face made her go
ing less frightening to me. She
stopped at the edge of my bed and
spoke in a faint, breathless voice.
"Now don't get out of bed," she
cautioned. "If you don't take care of
yourself, mumps will settle in your
eyes."
Once before she had told me that
measles would settle in my eyes
and had kept me in a semi-darkened
room behind lowered cloth shades.
This made me scream out for the
light not because I was afraid but be
cause it was day.
I did not say goodbye. But then, it
did not occur to me that she would
not return. A long time afterward, to
my vacant, rattling, nearsighted, un
able to perceive anything brain came
the revelation that her last thought
was of me.
Death had never been a personal
thing. Death was silence that one
dared not shatter; death was weep
ing tired tears that crawl down the
face like a raindrop in its near to
ending journey across a window
pane; death was an overheated room
filled with the nauseating, sweet
breath of the funeral wreath; death
was a cold congealing the blood;
room of eye stinging smoke from
burning kerosene lamps; death was
a table ladened with sweets. Death
was the waiting; death was the vigil;
death was solemn-faced men with

photography by

"the speers"
1330 Linden Ave.

BR 6-8866

strong backs in their dark suits and
ugly ties.
The night was in early spring be
fore Easter. She still wore the black
wool hood which she always brought
from her trunk the first chilly day of
November. It was a child's hood
which she wore down over her ears,
wrapping the ties around her throat
and pinning them together in the
back. She never took it off all winter
but wore it day and night. I thought
how ridiculous the peak of the hood
looked sticking up over the ball of
her hair that made a lump under
neath. She had taken off her apron
which she always wore as part of
her dress. The apron was a symbol
of her simple life spent in the kitch
en, the sickroom, the fields; of a life
of work, of bearing seven children
and feeding them, of her continuance
to do her chores until the night she
went away. In winter she wore
coarse heavy aprons; in summer,
light printed cottons, stiff starched
organdies. When she sat the apron
fell almost to the hem of her skirt
which stopped just above the hightopped soft leather shoes.
She bent over, placing her hand on
my forehead and murmuring inaudibly.
A younger voice said, "Here's your
coat, Mama. Let's go."
I had never thought of her having
once been young. She had always
been old even before my infantile
mind began to attach names to
faces. She was old when she packed
my lunch in the plaid book satchel
and sent me to school. Her face was
an old face that watched afternoons
for me to return. Her hands were old
hands, smooth and soft, slipped into
very thin skin that was dry and
waxy. These old hands ironed my
dresses and polished my shoes and
fed my pets and gave me castor oil.
I didn't think people could get older
than old.
Everything about her had been the
(Continued Next Page)

A Tin Trunk

HARRY LOWE

Harry Lowe Speaks
At Brooks
Harry Lowe, director of the Ten
nessee Fine Arts Center at "Cheekwood" in Nashville lectured at
Brooks Art Gallery May 24 under the
sponsorship of the Fellowship of the
Memphis Academy of Arts.
It was under Mr. Lowe's guidance
that the Cheekwood Mansion, former
home of the family who owned the
Maxwell House Coffee Company,
was converted into a fine arts center.
Mr. Lowe showed color slides both
of Cheekwood and the Nashville Arts
Festival.
A painter of note, Mr. Lowe has
exhibited in group and one man
shows throughout the United States
and his paintings have been included
in circulating exhibitions of the
Amercan Federation of Arts. He was
the first president of the Tennessee
Association of Museums. Prior to
moving to Nashville he was Profes
sor of Art and Chairman of Exhibi
tions and Curator of the Permanent
Collections at Auburn University.

(Continued)
same. Her figure had never
changed; her soft stomach and sag
ging breasts were always the same.
Her eyes had always been a faded
blue set in deep sockets beneath thin
colorless brows. Sometimes in the
spring when she took off the black
wool hood, her hair seemed a bit
whiter and somewhat thinner on top
of her head.
She took off the winter garb when
warm weather arrived and packed
it in a tin trunk, bringing out the
printed rayon dresses and the soft
aprons. She owned only her trunk
and the few faded contents within;
slips and gowns and stockings re
ceived as gifts and put away, few of
them ever to be worn; dresses and
smocks and her much loved aprons
also received as gifts but most of
them packed away to save.
To assist her I had thought a chore.
I never liked to settle myself to
write her letters. Long ago she had
become unable to write legibly.
When she asked me to do this for
her, I had other imperative things to
do. There were books I had to read,
places I had to be, other people I
had to talk to; I even did things 1
disliked doing because I disliked
writing her letters more. She would
bring me the pencil and tablet of
lined paper and insist that I use it
rather than the flowered paper and
pen. If I disagreed with what she
dictated, I would try to dissuade her
from writing it; if the sentence
structure of her dictation was in
correct, I would change it and she
would become angry because I
wouldn't write what she said. Nearly
always these ordeals were inter
rupted by her taking the tablet and
trying painstakingly to steady her
hand to follow the lines. Then I
would begin again.
I disliked, too, having to wash her

hair. She could not endure bending
over the lavatory, and she had great
difficulty getting up from her knees
when we attempted using the tub.
Youth has no patience with senility
which moves too slow, smells of
staleiiess, feels too soft. Youth never
understands.
How well she knew loneliness. The
loneliness of grey afternoons of in
terminable days spent watching
restless blackbirds like tumbling
lumps of coal, pecking at the thin
loose gravel over a frozen ground.
"It's going to snow. You can tell
it's going to snow when blackbirds
flock to the ground."
She knew the loneliness of nights
in a silent house spent staring at the
fire of a gas heater until the eyes
burn and the lids are dry and stiff.
She knew the loneliness of being
alone in a silence of no time to
listen and no time to speak.
I was well and she was dying. The
antiseptic smell of the living over
comes the smell of the dying so the
hospital room is a lie. It reeked of
hopeful anticipation while death ad
ministered the appartus of upturned
bottles and ropes of rubber tubing

I was taken home to cry alone and
to wait alone and to sit alone in the
corner of a long couch under a
strong light and to watch the door
and to listen for footsteps on the uricarpeted stairs and to stare at the
clock and to wish they would return
and to hope that they would not re
turn for if they did, there would be
no reason to go back. When they
returned, I was still alone and there
was nothing to say.
Death is to remember; death is to
cry for oneself rather than the dead;
death is to wear one's conscience be
neath the shroud and beg the dark
ness to forgive; death is to listen to
no one speak; death is to pity the old
and to curse the young; death is to
love too late and to forget too soon.
Death became a vacant room, a tin
trunk, a black wool hood and a
purple hat.
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I was brought there to look but
not to stay. I was brought there to
look but not to touch. I was brought
there to look but not to speak. I was
brought there to look and taken
home to cry.
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that disappeared into her nose and
throat.
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o Reneau's Antiques
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§ Selden Antique Shop
Tunica, Mississippi
Phone 71-R

Q Staten's Antiques
1681 Madison Avenue
Phone 274-6826
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July High Spots On WKNO-TV
MONDAYS
July 1, 3:00—A TIME TO DANCE:
"Great Performance in Dance" This
program presents rare film clips of
outstanding dancers: Anna Pavlova,
Irene and Vernon Castle, and Argentinita, as well as live performances
by Alexandra Danilova and Frede
rick Franklin, to illustrate the im
portance of the dancer as the creator
of a dance. REPEATED: Wed. July
3, 7:30 P.M.
July 8, 3:00—A TIME TO DANCE:
"Modern Ballet" Anthony Tudor, the
choreographer, and Nora Kaye and
Hugh Laine. appear on this program.
REPEATED: Wed. July 10, 7:30
P.M.
July 15. 3:00—A TIME TO DANCE:
"Ethnic Dance: Roundtrip to Trini
dad" Geoffrey Holder and Carmen
de Lavallade join Martha Mvers to
explore the significance of ethnic
dance in the field of formal dance.
Mr. Holder and Miss de Lavallade
perform a variety of West Indian
dances. REPEATED: Wed. July 17,
7:30 P.M.
July 22, 3:00—The ART OF SING
ING: "Basic Physical Facts: Ex
planations and Demonstrations" An
introduction to voice training. RE
PEATED: Wed. July 24, 7:30 P.M.
July 29. 3:00—THE ART OF SING
ING: "Interpretation and Expres
sion: A Study of Classical Arias with
a Young Student" Some of the prin
ciples of interpretation as studied by
a young student still at work on clas
sical music.

' »-
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July 1, 4:30—MUSIC FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE: "Percussion, The Pulse of
Music." Members of the N. Y. Per
cussion Trio explain the importance
of percussion instruments in music.
July 8, 4:30—MUSIC FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE: "The Elements of Com•position" Members of the New York
Woodwind Quintet explain and illus
trate the component parts of music.
July 15, 4:30 — MUSIC FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE: "A Musical Part
nership" This program deals with
the blending and contrasting of
voices in composition and John Bar
rows points out how composers have
capitalized on this partnership.
July 22, 4:30 — MUSIC FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE: "The Sound of A
Stradivarius" This program features
the Stradivarius Trio and three of
the finest examples of Stradivarius
instruments.
July 29, 4:30 — MUSIC FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE: "The Classic
Guitar, A Miniature Orchestra" Rey
de la Torre, young Cuban classic
guitarist, plays music demonstrating
the historical development of the
guitar from the time of the lute to
the present.
July 1, 8:00 — PERFORMANCE:
The Memphis State University
Dance Band, under the direction of
Tommy Ferguson, plays popular
swing and ballad selections.
July 8, 8:00 — PERFORMANCE:
Pat Walker and George Hearn sing
hits from Broadway musicals, old
and new.
July 15, 8:00 — PERFORMANCE:
"Les Sylphides" The Memphis Civic
Ballet.
July 22, 8:00 — PERFORMANCE:
Sara Beth Causey, accompanied by
Mary Ann Lewis, sings selections
from "The King and I," "South Pa
cific" and "Carousel."
July 29, 8:00 — PERFORMANCE:
Excerpts of Front St. Theatre's pro
duction of "Oklahoma," starring
Leonard Graves and Dixie Carter.
TUESDAYS
July 2, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : An interview with Allen Curnow, prominent New Zealand poet,

whose poetry is much concerned
with the history and folklore of his
country.
July 9, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY: In an interview with drama
critic Walter Kerr, Robert Penn War
ren discusses the problems of formu
la in writing.
July 16, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Walter Kerr discusses the the
atre and its dilemma today with one
of America's most prominent play
wrights, Arthur Miller.
July 23, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Pulitzer Prize-winning poet,
Archibald MacLeish, discusses the
poet's concept of reality.
July 30, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY: Eminent poet and literary
critic, W. H. Auden, chats about his
life, his career, and his writing
methods with interviewer Walter
Kerr.
July 9, 8:00 — GLENN GOULD:
OFF THE RECORD: Pianist Glenn
Gould gives an impromptu perform
ance of a Bach fugue in his cottage
retreat in Canada. REPEATED:
Thurs., July 11, 3:30 P.M.
July 16, 8:00—GLENN GOLD: ON
THE RECORD: Mr. Gould goes to
New York to tape a performance of
the "Italian Concerto in F" by Bach.
REPEATED: Thurs., July 18, 3:30
P.M.
July 23, 8:00 — ON HEARING
MUSIC: Composer Daniel Pinkham
conducts his "Concertante No. 1"
and then shows how in this work he
has explored unusual combinations
of instruments and harmonies.
July 30, 8:00 — ON HEARING
MUSIC: This Program presents the
first complete performance of the
"Easter Cantata" by Daniel Pinkham. Lorna Cooke-De Varon of the
New England Conservatory conducts
the Conservatory's 55-voice choir
and orchestra.

WEDNESDAYS
July 3, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Ralph McGill, publisher of the
Atlanta Constitution talks about his
recent book, The South and the
Southerner, and tells how he came
to write it.
July 10, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY: Biographer Catherine Drinker
Bowen talks of the many problems
of the biographer, particularly those
in gaining access to dairies and pri
vate letters.
July 17, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Historian Samuel Eliot Morison speaks of his works and de
scribes his method of writing docu
mented history.
July 24, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Dancer Agnes de Mille talks
about her three books and recalls
the years when she was an aspiring
dancer.
July 31, 8:00—WRITERS OF TO
DAY : Edwin O'Connor talks about
his most popular novels, The Last
Hurrah and The Edge of Sadness.
July 3, 9:00—FINE ARTS QUAR
TET PLAYS BARTOK: The Quartet
performs B a r t ok's most familiarsounding work, "Quartet No. 1, Opus
7." REPEATED. Thurs., July 4, 2:30
P.M.
July 10, 9:00—FINE ARTS QUAR
TET PLAYS BARTOK: The Quartet
plays and discusses Bartok's "Quar
tet No. 2, Opus 17." REPEATED:
Thurs., July 11, 2:30 P.M.
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THURSDAY
July 4, 8:00—CASALS MASTER
CLASS: Student Marcia Kraus per
forms Beethoven's Sonate Number 3
in A Major, Opus 69."
July 11, 8:00—CASALS MASTER
CLASS—Mr. Casals instructs his stu
dent, Joanna de Keyser, in a per
formance of Bach's "Suite Number
3 in C Major" for unaccompanied
cello.
July 18, 8:00—CASALS MASTER
CLASS: Two of Mr. Casal's students
perform Beethoven's "Sonata Num
ber 5 in D Major, Opus 102, Number
2."
July 25, 8:00—HEIFETZ MASTER
CLASS: Jascha Heifetz instructs his
student Varoujon Kadjian in a per
formance of Wieniawski's "Polonaise
Brilliante No. 2."
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July 17, 9:00—FINE ARTS QUAR
TET PLAYS BARTOK: "Quartet,
No. 3," Bartok's shortest string quar
tet, is performed. REPEATED:
Thurs., July 18, 2:30.
July 24, 9:00—FINE ARTS QUAR
TET PLAYS BARTOK: Members of
the Fine Arts Quartet point out Bar
tok's love of nature as the keystone
to the entire scheme of his "Quartet
No. 4." REPEATED: Thurs., July
25, 2:30 P.M.
July 31, 9:00—FINE ARTS QUAR
TET PLAYS BARTOK: Bartok's
most gigantic string quartet is per
formed, "Quartet No. 5." REPEAT
ED: Thurs., Aug. 1, 2:30 P.M.

CREATIVE ARTS
1019 Berclair Rd.
Memphis, Tenn.
MU 2-5424
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Armand Coullet of Jackson, Mis
sissippi, and the Early Maxwell As
sociates have three road shows defi
nitely scheduled for the Music Hall
of the Auditorium for the 1963-64 sea
son.
A return engagement of Jean
Kerr's "Mary, Mary" is set for three
performances on November 15 and
16. Robert Bolt's prizewinning drama
about Sir Thomas More, "A Man
For All Seasons" will be in Mem
phis January 21 and 22. "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum" will give four performances
here April 3, 4 and 5.
"A Thousand Clowns" is a strong
possibility for booking if dates mu
tually agreeable to United Booking
Office and The Auditorium can be
found. There is also some possibility
that Lerner and Loewe's "Camelot"
may be set at a later date.

St. Louis Announces
1963-64 Theatre Season
The American Theatre in St. Louis
has booked 13 shows for the 1963-64
season. They are Rodgers and Hammerstein's "No Strings" starring
Howard Keel and Barbara McNair,
"How To Succeed in Business With
out Really Trying," "A Man for All
Seasons," "Beyond the Fringe," "A
Thousand Clowns," "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?" "Black Nativity,"
"A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum," The National
Repertory Theater in "The Seagull,"
"Ring Around the Moon" and "The
Crucible," and return engagements
of "The Sound of Music" and "Cam
elot." There is a strong possibility
that "Never" Too Late" starring Wil
liam Bendix will be added to the
schedule later.
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Three Shows Definitely
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THESE SIX

DINING ROOMS offer
you consistently fine foods and
service in Memphis

TOP 0' THE BLUFF
.^o6tab .(Taproom*
RO(Uc\n ROOCD

HOLIDAY INN-RIVERBLUFF
Panoramic View of the mighty
Mississippi and Skyline of Memphis
340 W. Illinois

0^®IM ®AT!RESTAURANT
and Trophy Tap Room

HOLIDAY INN-CRUMP BLVD.
At the Memphis-Arkansas Bridge
875 Pennsylvania
Phone: WH 2-3222

Phone: 948-9005

HOLIDAY INN-SOUTHEAST
Meeting Rooms for up to 75 Persoi
4941 Summer Avenue
Phrmo- Mil 3-941 I

Meeting Rooms for up to 125 Persons
3728 Lamar Avenue
Phone: GL 8-8575

